Meeting summary: Signal transduction pathways in immune and inflammatory cells. November 30-December 3, 2000, Amelia Island, Florida, U.S.A.
Throughout this symposium, recurrent themes were highlighted that may provide important clues to the pathogenesis of mucosal inflammation and IBD. First, the mucosal immune system is unique: Studies describing signaling paradigms in peripheral immunocytes should be re-explored in the gut where the rules that govern cell signaling may not be the same. Paradigms are a point of departure to characterize similarities and differences in mucosal immunity. A good example is a differential requirement for costimulation through CD2 in lamina propria T cells compared with peripheral T cells. Furthermore, a new definition of T-cell "costimulation" is beginning to emerge. Costimulatory molecules may function to overcome physical barriers by allowing cognate interactions between other molecules or by targeting signaling complexes to membrane microdomains. This concept also relates to another recurrent theme: Interactions between signaling pathways and the cytoskeleton are functionally important. Finally, we were introduced to the novel concept of metabolic parameters as a readout for signal transduction in the immune system. In the recent past, cell signaling has been viewed as a linear exercise, connecting a cell surface receptor to a series of intermediate molecules to a program of gene expression. However, signal transduction is in fact a three-dimensional exercise in cell biology. The future challenge, as pointed out in the keynote address, is to integrate reductionist models into reality and describe networks of signal transduction pathways in complex biosystems. "Threshold" responses were emphasized, with a small incremental increase or decrease in enzymatic activity leading to an on-off phenomenon referred to as a "molecular switch." In IBD, minute genetically determined differences in enzymatic activity may be critical. This point emphasizes the power of a genetic approach in IBD. Without strong genetic evidence, it is unlikely that fuctional assays will clarify the importance of small differences in enzymatic activity that may have dramatic biologic consequences. This symposium identified recently described signal transduction molecules that may be attractive therapeutic targets in IBD. Characterization of signaling molecules such as SLP-76, SLAM, SAP, and Fyb in the mucosal immune system will be an important area of future research. Ultimately, well-developed scientific hypotheses need to be tested in human beings. This paradigm was perhaps best illustrated by PPARgamma, where reductionist models and mouse experiments have recently lead to small trials suggesting proof of concept in human IBD. This meeting also emphasized a renewed interest in innate immunity in IBD and inflammation research. The role of enteric flora in initiating and perpetuating inflammation in animal models of IBD suggests at some level the importance of the innate immune response. The role of TLRs and bacterial interactions were discussed, as was NF-kappaB as the prominent transcription factor target of innate immune activation. Numerous bridges between innate and adaptive immunity were highlighted, including IL-10, IL-12, IL-18, and IFN-gamma. Their production during an innate immune response can profoundly affect functional T-cell responses in humans. In conclusion, the challenge of understanding signal transduction in IBD is one of integrating well-characterized inflammatory pathways into a complex biologic system that is inhabited by diverse cell types that communicate, and is characterized by interactions with a complex microbial environment. Making sense of this complexity is a daunting task that will require a multifactorial approach utilizing reductionist systems, mouse models, genetic studies, and ultimately human clinical trials.